
Key questions
• How do different characters view the same events?
• What is fair?
• Why have a pet?

Themes and cross-curricular links

• Science: identify and classify different animals, explore 
and compare the differences between things that are 
living, things that are dead, and things that have never 
been alive

• Mathematics: interpret and construct simple 
pictograms, tally charts, block diagrams and simple 
tables

• Computing: use technology purposefully to create, 
organise, store, manipulate and retrieve digital content

• History: know how cats fit within a chronological 
framework, looking at differences between ways of life 
in different periods

• Geography: use aerial photographs and plan 
perspectives to devise a simple plan, and use simple 
locational and directional language 

• Physical Education: master basic movements including 
running and jumping, as well as developing balance, 
agility and co-ordination, and perform dances using 
simple movement patterns

• Art: produce creative work and explore ideas, 
becoming proficient in drawing and painting by 
developing art techniques using colour and pattern
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Writing outcomes
• Writing outcome 1 (session 2) – to write a diary 

entry for Dad on Thursday evening
• Writing outcome 2 (session 5) – to write a theory for 

why Tuffy brought Thumper through the cat flap and 
into the house

• Writing outcome 3 (session 7) – to write instructions 
for cleaning up the rabbit

• Writing outcome 4 (session 14) – to write the blurb 
to the sequel of The Diary of a Killer Cat

• Writing outcome 5 (session 19) – to write a letter 
from the vet to Ellie’s family

• Writing outcome 6 (sessions 23) – to write a 
pamphlet for a new cat owner on how to look after 
their pet

• Writing outcome 9 (session 29) – to write a 
letter from Ellie to her grandpa explaining the 
misunderstanding with Tuffy, detailing what Tuffy is 
and isn’t guilty of
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Unit overview
This six-week unit is a study of The Diary of a Killer Cat. The sequence of learning will develop children’s understanding of the story, 
characters, themes and language. The unit teaches reading, including fluency, vocabulary and comprehension, and meaningful writing, 
for a range of form, purpose and audience. The teaching of grammar and punctuation is embedded within analysis of the language and 
structures used to tell the story, through activities that explore the effect these might have on readers. The children are taught to apply 
what they have learned to their own writing, making choices to affect their reader’s thoughts and feelings. All learning culminates in a final 
piece of work, where the children apply all that they have learned about this story to write a letter from Ellie to her grandpa explaining the 
misunderstanding with Tuffy,  detailing what Tuffy is and isn’t guilty of. All extracts, resources, session planning and teaching slides are 
included within this unit.

Curriculum coverage

Spoken language:
•  Explain, adapt and retell the story
• Discuss different points of view
• Create, devise, improvise and script a 

range of roles through drama
• Perform, share, refine and rehearse and 

perform for others
• Listen carefully to others’ performances

Reading:
• Listen to, discuss and express views about 

a story
• Discuss the sequence of events 
• Retell the story
• Adapt and develop the story structure
• Make inferences
• Ask and answer questions and find 

evidence
• Predict what may happen
• Unpick questions to work out what they 

are asking 

Grammar, punctuation and 
spelling:
• Commas in lists
• Coordinating conjunctions
• Noun phrases
• Progressive forms of verbs

Vocabulary:
• Develop new vocabulary
• Discuss and clarify the meaning of 

words, linking new meanings to known 
vocabulary

Writing:
• Draft, plan and edit
• Write a narrative composition
• Write for different purposes
• Rehearse what they are going to write, 

planning and saying out loud before 
writing

• Jot ideas down and note key words

Essential teaching guidance
• The Read in to Writing approach supports meaningful reading experiences within a rich book study. This unit also offers SATs-style questions/preparation, 

which may be used in guided reading lessons or focused SATs prep sessions, still linked to the book being studied in depth in English lessons. The reading 
comprehension within the unit of work, as well as the reading aloud to improve fluency and understanding that is threaded through the unit, are also 
excellent SATs preparations.

• Children are urged to freely discuss their feelings throughout, so it is important that there is clear guidance about respecting the thoughts and emotions of 
others.

Related books for wider reading
Fiction
• The Return of the Killer Cat by Anne Fine
• The Killer Cat Strikes Back by Anne Fine
• The Killer Cat’s Birthday Bash by Anne Fine
• Six Dinner Sid by Inga Moore
• The Cat in the Hat by Dr. Seuss
• Goodbye Mog by Judith Kerr 
Non-fiction texts
• Cats and Kittens by Honor Head
• The Usborne Little book of Cats and Kittens by Sarah 

Kahn
• Usborne First Pets: Cats and Kittens by Katherine 

Starke



Planning Overview
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Week 3

Objectives and outcomes summary:
This week the children will: 
• consider how Tuffy is different as a pet, how humour is used, and how cats 

move when chasing prey
• compare the writing style of The Diary of a Killer Cat to other books
• answer test framework questions to prepare them to think about what 

they have read
• look at 2-mark reading comprehension questions and learn how to pick 

what they need to do
• unpick questions to work out what they are asking
• find evidence from the text to support decisions
• discuss and clarify the meaning of words
• highlight vocabulary and inference by using questions to delve into 

understanding
• create a dance to show different ways cats might move
• write the blurb for a sequel to The Diary of a Killer Cat
• use coordinating conjunctions

Resources provided:
• Pupil resource – Questions
• Pupil resource – Coordinating conjunctions
• Teaching slides to aid discussion

Week 6

Objectives and outcomes summary:
This week the children will: 
• Consider why have a cat as a pet, what Tuffy is guilty of, and if Tuffy is a 

killer cat
• Use and understand the progressive form of verbs
• Find out about different kinds of cats and what they look like
• Explore through paint, colour and pattern
• Discuss different reasons to have a cat as a pet or not
• Look at different points of view when considering a question
• Write a letter from Ellie to her grandpa explaining the misunderstanding 

with Tuffy
• Look at the story as a whole and decide whether Tuffy is a killer cat

Resources provided:
• Pupil resource – Progressive tense
• Pupil resource – Why have a cat as a pet?
• Pupil resource – What is Tuffy guilty of?
• Teaching slides to aid discussion

Week 1

Objectives and outcomes summary:
This week the children will: 
• consider what three things Tuffy brought home for the family and what 

their reactions were
• be introduced to the characters and how they may be feeling
• check the text makes sense to them by reading for understanding
• write a diary entry as Dad on Thursday evening
• look at commas in lists
• read extracts with fluency and expression
• ask and answer questions, and find evidence
• be detectives and hunt for answers to questions in pairs
• write a theory of why they think Tuffy brought Thumper through the cat flap 

and into the house

Resources provided:
• Pupil resource – Comma questions
• Pupil resource – Monday extract
• Pupil resource – What do domestic cats hunt? 
• Teaching slides to aid discussion

Week 2

Objectives and outcomes summary:
This week the children will: 
• consider what route Dad took to return Thumper, and if cats are the most 

popular pets in the class
• have opportunities to create and devise using the story 
• check the text makes sense to them by reading for understanding 
• devise an aerial plan to show Dad’s route to return Thumper
• write instructions for cleaning up Thumper
• refine and learn to use proofreading and editing skills
• draft, plan and edit
• present information in a simple table or pictogram
• recognise punctuation errors and correct an extract

Resources provided:
• Pupil resource – Incorrect extract
• Pupil resource – Correct extract
• Teaching slides to aid discussion

Week 4

Objectives and outcomes summary:
This week the children will: 
• consider what could Tuffy wear that would camouflage him, and what the 

difference is between what is alive, what is dead and what has never been 
alive

• create a disguise for Tuffy
• classify and understand what is alive, what is dead and what has never 

been alive
• understand what ‘inanimate’ means
• answer test framework questions to prepare them to think about what 

they have read
• write their own questions for reading comprehension
• write a letter from the vet to Ellie’s family
• express different roles
• use expanded noun phrases to develop description

Resources provided:
• Pupil resource – Classification chart
• Pupil resource – Test framework questions
• Pupil resource – Noun phrases
• Teaching slides to aid discussion

Week 5

Objectives and outcomes summary:
This week the children will: 
• consider what death is, what the cycle of life is, and what is fair 
• plan a funeral for Thumper
• discuss different points of view
• share ideas
• find out information about domestic cats
• make a timeline to show different ways that cats have been represented in 

history
• compare a range of non-fiction texts
• write a pamphlet for a new cat owner on how they can look after their new 

pet
• find synonyms
• answer test framework questions to prepare them to think about what 

they have read
• explore fairness through the expression of different opinions

Resources provided:
• Pupil resource – Test framework questions
• Teaching slides to aid discussion


